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EE201 Problem Set 8: Building a CPU, part 2
Due via provide 11:59pm, April 16 2019

Design

Upgrade your processor to support the following:

• LDR and STR instructions to load and store from memory. You only need to handle the “register”
and “register + immediate” versions of LDR and STR; not the “register + register” or “register +
shifted register” versions.

• Branch (B) instruction

• Conditional execution

You’ll want to rely on the book sections 6.3-6.4, 7.3, and Appendix B.

Where do I start?

These three tasks are relatively independent, so you can do them in any order. Here’s one possible way:

1. Implement the LDR instruction in the decoder, so that the ALU computes the correct memory address
for load operations.

2. Build your RAM module, and check that LDR command actually reads data values out of memory
when provided the address.

3. Finish the datapath for LDR so that the value from memory is saved in the desired register.

4. Update the datapath for STR so that the value from the register is stored in RAM.

5. Add the zero, negative, carry, and overflow flags to your ALU, and create the “CSPR” which stores
the state of the ALU flags when the S bit is 1.

6. Implement conditional execution. You’ll need to decode the CPSR bits based on the condition (the
book code does this nicely). Conditional execution just implies that the result doesn’t get written to
the register or memory, so add the appropriate logic to control the write enables on the register file
and RAM.

7. Add the branch instruction by setting the program counter with the ALU result. You’ll also need to
update the logic in the immediate-extenion module.

8. Make sure you can conditionally branch by leaving PC <= PC+4 if the branch is not taken (i.e.,
the condition is false). Unlike the register file, “not changing” the PC means stepping to the next
instruction, not simply keeping the same value.

9. Finally, test your processor on some simple assembly programs. You can generate binaries using the
tools on the course website. Note that you’ll need to put any data into the RAM yourself; the script
I’ve provided doesn’t handle the DCD command.



Testing

You’ll probably want to use the Visual ARM simulator (https://salmanarif.bitbucket.io/visual/
index.html) to simulate your ARM assembly code.

Submission

Zip up all of your code and files, and submit it via provide hw8.

Up next

The final assignment will be to pipeline the processor, so that it can execute multiple instructions simulta-
neously (and in theory run faster).
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